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Reliable brand

Together to strive for excellence

INNOVATION, INTEGRITY, CARE, LEAN
1975

1996

Headquarter

2018

PRESENT

Viet Lien Chemcial Co.,LTD

TE-1 established in Taichung, Taiwan

Nam Tan Uyen factory start production in
2018.

TE-1 Paint in Vietnam
Ho Chi Minh City factory established in

Binh Chieu Industry Park

Lead content that excessed the standard
3 Events

Furniture Information

2 Events

1 Event

2013

 The paint on the piano
bench’s interior
compartment contains an
excessive level of lead.

 The dining tables contains
lead that exceeds the
limits allowed by law.

 The surface paint on
the legs of the recliner
contains excessive
levels of lead.

2012

 The table’s metal top can
contain lead and presents a
risk of lead exposure to
children.

 Metal chains have
excessive amounts of lead.

2014

2015

1 Event
 Paint on the chairs and
stools contain levels of
lead that exceed the
federal lead paint ban.

 The paint contain excessive
levels of lead.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2 Events
2 Events
 The pink paint on the metal
beds contains lead
 The red paint on the outdoor
furniture contains excessive
levels of lead.

1 Event
 The grey paint on the
cribs and furniture exceed
federal lead limits.

1 Event
 The tables’ metal top can
contain lead and presents a
risk of lead exposure to
children.

13 events are recalled from 2012-2020

 The paint used on the
chair’s metal frame
contains levels of lead that
exceed the federal lead
paint standard.
 The base coat paint used on
pieces within the furniture
collection contains levels
of lead that exceed the
federal lead paint standard.

Lead can causes harm
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When people start to have concern
of lead content?
By the mid-20th century, thousands of
children were suffering from lead
poisoning every year, and one third of
these children died. After more case
study, some people began to suspect that
some of the surviving children from lead
poisoning had brain injury sequelae.
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03

Symptom
Lead poisoning is easily associated
with brain. Symptoms include
abdominal pain, constipation,
headache, irritability, memory
problems, infertility, and numbness
of hands and feet.

Potential concerns
Lead poisoning can also cause behavioral
problems, and some of the damages are
permanent. In severe cases, it can cause
anemia, seizures, coma, or death

Why paint has lead?

Resin
The manufacturing process might use lead as
catalyst

Pigment
Lead chromate (yellow) , Rouge (red) are
common pigments for contain lead

Additives
The manufacturing process might use lead
carbonate and lead acetate
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Recycle materials
The recycled raw materials has complicated and high
risk of heavy metal pollutions.
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03

Filler powder
Filler powder should not have lead contain, but
impurity might cause lead presents in varying
levels.

06 Equipment
Some steel parts of equipment, such as grinding
beads, also can be seen as chance of lead contain.
This can be a potential reason to detect lead in paint.

The standard of heavy metals contents
ASTM F963 standard

European standard EN 71-3
Metal

Limit

Sb

< 60 ppm

As

< 25 ppm

Ba

< 1000 ppm

Cd

< 75 ppm

Cr

< 60 ppm

Pb

< 90 ppm

Hg

< 60 ppm

Se

< 500 ppm

The list keeps updating, there are 19
materials on the list now.
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ASTM F 963 requires the total lead content to be
tested to accompany with CSPC 16 CFR. Total
Pb<600ppm, soluble lead shall not exceed 90ppm (dry
paint)

The standard of heavy metals contents
Solvent Base Series (Base coat)
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The standard of heavy metals contents
Solvent Base Series (Top coat)
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The standard of heavy metals contents
Water-borne Series
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Quality Assurance
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ISO 9001

Third Party Certification

Testing equipment

Inspection of heavy metals
Raw materials allows
to enter warehouse

Finished product
inspection

Finished good
delivery

Materials are storage at
designated areas

The goods will test again
before packing

Check the items package make
sure the containers are intact

STEP 01

STEP 02

STEP 03

STEP 04

STEP 05

Raw material inspection

Semi-finished product

Finished good packing

Every batch of raw material will
tested by machine (similar machine
as third party lab use)

During the manufacturing
process, every materials and
equipment are no heavy metal
contaminated

Finished goods are storage in
warehouse and ready for
delivery

STEP 06

Inspection of heavy metals

The inspection quantity in 2019 is

9879 batches

Lead free in manufacturing is our insist,
100% Non-detected
Inspection quantity

Quantity

1115

1048 1006 998
766 761

735

863
731

683 705

468
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公司認證
NC STAIN SERIES

WATER BASED STAIN SERIES

NC PIGMENT SERIES

WATER BASED PIGMENT SERIES
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GREENGUARD
The first voluntary low emission
declaration certification for
commercialized products. The
certification has the most strict
chemi cal emissi on standard
around the world.

公司認證
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Green Building Material
The certification is to prove that
materials have the least impact on
the global environment and are
harmless to human health.

公司認證

03

ISO 9001
A set of internationally quality management
tools and protocols to maintain the quality of
products and services provided by the
company and ensure quality consistency.

ISO14001
ISO14001 is an establishment and
implementation of an environmental
management system and certification.

We make the world more colorful

We make the environment more sustainable

We make product more healthy

Thanks

TE-1 blends colors with environmental friendly solutions

